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Wuchuan, Zhanjiang, Guangdong, July 18th (correspondent Huang Zechun) "The eldest daughter of
Mao Zedong and his third wife, He Zizhen, was named Yang Yuehua. Why did the daughter of Mao
Zedong and He Zizhen surnamed Yang instead of surname Mao? Who knows? "That is to
commemorate his second wife, Yang Kaihui." "No! Because it was in a period of war, the society was
very chaotic, and the whole family was in danger. Mao Zedong kept his daughter in order to protect his
daughter. Others?? family. The family??s surname is Yang, so Mao??s daughter followed Yang??s
surname. Later, Yang Yuehua changed his name to Mao Jinhua??s first class on the morning of July
18th, and the fifth and sixth grades were in history. In order to let the students Learn more about a
generation of great people Mao Zedong, teacher Zhang Liqiong of the teaching group used two classes
to tell the children about some of Mao Zedong's life stories. The paper team practice team Zhang Liqiong
is giving the children history and not talking about the teacher's vivid and interesting. In the classroom,
let??s take a look at how much Zhang Liqiong??s teacher prepared for the two lessons! The first two
nights of the history class, After finding a good job, the teacher found a student and asked her how much
she knew about Mao Zedong??s life story to determine which should be explained in detail and which
should be properly explained. The information was printed out. In order to let the children understand
better. The printed materials, the teacher also marked the notes and explanations of the children's more
difficult words on the courseware, and at the same time marked the key contents of the materials with
different colors of pens. Three coursewares with full words on them And the mark symbol. In the
classroom, at first it seemed a bit confusing, talking and noisy. In order to let the children learn more
historical knowledge and at the same time appreciate the fun of learning history, they asked questions
one by one. Attracting the children's attention and causing the children to think Marlboro 100S Cigarettes
Free Shipping. The classroom is quieting down, and the children's voices are heard from time to time.
The children are very smart, even if they have never gone through history classes Cheap Newport
Regular Online. Answer some questions and understand what the teacher is saying. When the answer is
wrong or not answered, the teacher uses history in a story-rich language. The fourth daughter who told
the students to listen to Mao Zedong and He Zizhensheng was Li Min. Why is Mao Zedong??s fourth
daughter surnamed Li? Why is it not Mao? Who knows? This can make children difficult. When they
lived, the children shook their heads. "Bell! Bell! Bell!" Just as the teacher wanted to explain why, the bell
of the class sounded. "Okay! You can go here first, let's go to class!" "Teacher, I want to know why Mao
Zedong's fourth daughter is surnamed Li?" "Teacher, I want to know too!" The teacher is trying to get out
of the classroom and the children come up. Said around the teacher. The teacher was moved by the
curiosity of the children and sat down Wholesale Cigarettes Marlboro Online. The children also sat down
around the teacher and continued to listen to the teacher. "Mao Zedong and He Zizheng's fourth
daughter surnamed Li, because it was in the period of the War of Resistance Wholesale Marlboro Red
100'S, and the Kuomintang and the Communist Party were dead Buy Newport Online Cheap. Mao
Zedong gave himself a pseudonym called Li Desheng to cover up his identity....", Child They listened
with great interest in the classroom. Outside the window, at the entrance of the classroom, on the
playground, the children are playing basketball, kicking the shuttlecock, playing badminton... Everywhere
you can hear the children??s playful voices, the children are listening to Zhang Liqiong??s teacher and
continue to talk about history. In life, the happiest time is always the shortest; the children are still sitting
around the teacher. "Teacher, I still want to know..." The children continue to listen to the endless story
that can never be heard.
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